Medieval History Research Seminar

Michaelmas Term 2017

ALL SEMINARS on THURSDAYS at 4 p.m.
in the Boardroom of the History Faculty

12th October

Thematic discussion:
‘History and anthropology: two medievalists’ perspectives’
Dr Tom Lambert (Sidney Sussex)
Dr John Sabapathy (University College London)

26th October

Dr Alice Rio (Kings College London)
‘Merovingian Legal Cultures’

9th November

Dr Kurt Villads Jensen (Stockholm)
‘Crusade preaching in Scandinavia 1100-1536. Did the popes have a master plan or did they only react to local initiatives?’

23rd November

Prof Marc Boone (Ghent)
‘Pirenne, Huizinga, and the late medieval Burgundian “State”’

Convenors:
Professor John Arnold, Dr Julie Barrau, Dr Andrew Spencer and Dr Tessa Webber